Get to Know Your Dark Side with EUROCOM Sky MX5 R2

If you want to take things up a notch, the MX5 R2 is the Kickass machine for you! The MX5 R2 boasts the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070 GPU matched up with an Intel i7 6700HQ Skylake Processor giving you state of the art power yet keeps it slim and light weighing in at a mere 2.65 kg. Customize your system’s memory with up to 64GB of DDR4 RAM and up to 4 storage drives (two M.2 slots and two 2.5 inch slots) giving you up to 6TB of storage space.

With a Brushed aluminium chassis and heavy-duty plastic casing all your important components will be well protected from everyday bumps and bruises. Choose between a full HD IPS G-Sync panel or an epic 4K QFHD so you will be ready for your favorite first-person shooter or an epic fantasy flic! Kick your gaming into high-gear with no draw backs!
Are you ready to leap into the world of Virtual Reality? This designation lets you rest easy knowing this notebook fully supports the latest in VR Technology!

15.6 inches of bold beautiful display! With an UltraHD 4K display available for the choosing, you can have that HiDef display you have always wanted!

Screen Tearing takes all the fun out of blasting your buddies when online gaming. G-Sync technology will ensure you are at your best and ready for battle!

The GeForce GTX 1070 video card – The most advanced technology available! You will be at the cutting edge of Video card technology!

Backlit Multi-colored full sized keyboard with numeric pad...When a plain old backlit keyboard is just not enough!

LTE high-speed wireless communication. If you’re a traveller and need to be in touch at all times, this is the standard! If there is cell phone coverage, you will be online!

5.81 lbs (2.65 kg) of twisted steel and sex appeal!

Only 1.15 inches (28.8 mm) thick when closed. An easily luggable powerhouse!

Trusted Platform Module technology provides a security-related crypto processor that carries out cryptographic operations. Or in terms we can all understand...it keeps your data safe!

If you’re an Audiophile, you will understand the value of 24bit/192kbps sampling rates to support FLAC (Free Lossless Audio Codec) files. Awesome sound in your headphones!

Onkyo has been around forever providing quality stereo equipment. Now you can find them providing great speakers in our notebooks!

Sound Blaster has been the benchmark in computer sound since day one! It provides Premium audio quality!

Don’t be afraid to venture away from that wall plug! You will have power for hours!